Apparitions of the Virgin Mary in MILAN

ITALY, 1938-1945

St. Maria Pierino Da Michel (1884-1945) narrated the Sinking of apparition that grew inside her from the time she was a child; a feeling that ended in complete surrender of herself with the passing of years. At the age of 12, she was in her local parish, Church of Santa Maria in Soli, Milan, on Holy Thursday and she heard a distinct voice say to her, "Is was once to give me a kiss on the face to make amends for the fault of Judas?" On May 16, 1914 she donned the religious habit of the Daughters of the Scuola di Santa Maria in Soli. On May 13, 1938 Our Lady appeared for the first time to Sister Maria Pierino Da Michel. She had a singular made of white while a dark violet beads were tied by a string. On the forehead, the image of the face of Jesus, surrounded by the inscription "Benedicta, Domine, multa super nos" (Blessed art thou, O Lord, while the other side had a picture of a boat surrounded by a sea bent with an inscription around it saying "Muse subiamus Domini" [Be with us, Lord]).

The Virgin tells her: "This sanctuary is a depository area, a shield of strength, a token of love and mercy that Jesus wants to give the world in three times of sensuality, and hate against God and the Church. They tighten the spiritual noose to the faith from hearts, evil covets... A divine remedy is necessary and it is the Holy Face of Jesus. Everyone who vears a pin to the one who cares the Holy Face every Tuesday will make reparation for those offenses, receive its Holy Face during the Passion, and receive the Eucharist every day, will be fortified in their faith, ready to defend it and overcome every difficulty - internal and external. Realize that this will have a peaceful death, under the constant watch of my Divine Son.

On November 23, 1933 Jesus presented Himself to the religious girl, kneeling in the Snow and with a great snow, and said: "Do you see how I suffer?" and said: "I am understood by no one. I am underestimating people, as those who say to love me, I give my heart as a delicate object of my great love for mankind, and I give myself as a delicate object of my suffering for the sins of men. I want to be honored with a feast on the Tuesday of Lent, meaning the Tuesday that remains before Ash Wednesday, a feast preceded by a Novena in which all the faithful make reparation with me, united in participation of my suffering." The following days were witnesses to many facts. Parishes had asked Jesus to lead a secret mission for the salvation of souls, while the church must be beneficial. Jesus again in another occasion will say: "Whenever you contemplate my Holy Face, I will pour my love into hearts, and through my Holy Face one will obtain the salvation of so many souls."

This ray, incidentally, led to her ordination, disseminated the medal and not the expected eagle. So, later in a vision on April 7, 1943, Our Lady told her: "My child, be assured that the medal is a replacement for the apparition with the same privileges and favors..." With the coronation of the medal of the Holy Face of Jesus was approved by the Archbishop on August 6, 1940 with the following of Cardinal Giuseppe Schuster, a tremendous soul who was very devoted to the Holy Face of Jesus, and who was at the time the Archbishop of Milan. Overcoming many difficulties, the medal was cited and entered into its path.